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Nearly every scientist has experienced
frustration in finding a paper published as
a chapter in a book. (Such composite works
contain the contributions of many authors.
At ISI” we call these mukiauthored books.)
Even if you know the author’s name and the
titie of the paper, you will probably come
up empty-handed after searching most
library catalogs-electronic or otherwise.
Without the name of the book’s editor or the
title of the volume in which the paper or
chapter appears, you are out of luck. The
problem is that in traditional book catalog-
ing it is too costly to deal separately with
every chapter or paper in a mtskiauthored
work. Rather, librarians catalog only the
volume editor’s name and the general sub-
ject of the volume as implied by its cover
title. So, if it is true that you can’t judge a
book by its co~er, then it is especially so
with multiauthored books.

Sonya Mirsky, university librarian,
Rockefeller University, New York, esti-
mates that over 60 percent of her book and
book series acquisitions are now compos-
ites, whether a conference proceedings vol-
ume, a topical volume in a series, or a one-
time collection of papers on a single sub-
ject. 1 Such publications have proliferated
since the 1950s and access to their contents
is increasingly a problem.

In making the transition from card to
online catafog at Rockefeller’s library, Mir-
sky undertook the herculean task of includ-
ing the contents of all composite books re-
ceived as part of the catalog entry. Staff of

the library keyboarded the authors’ names
and the titles for individual chapters of the
muhiauthored works they acquired. Rocke-
feller’s online fde is complete from 1974 to
the present, but it will eventually extend
back to 1906. “Of course, we had the ad-
vantage of being a small, specialized library.
At Harvard University, for example, such
a project would k formidable if not impossi-
ble, ” Mirsky said. 1She also noted that the
forthcoming integration of opticaldisk tech-
nology in library systems would facilitate the
inclusion of tables of contents in the catidog
entry for each book. Unfortunately, not
many libraries have the resources to initiate
the full cataloging and indexing of composite
books. Until opticzddisk integration or other
technologies become a reality, 1S1is help-
ing researchers and librarians to cope bet-
ter with multiauthored books.

Although the journal literature has been
and will continue to be our primary quarry,
I have long been concerned about access to
and retrieval of the book Literature. For ex-
ample, in 1973 we added the feature Cur-
rent Book Contents@ to Current Conterrtsm
(CC@). Since then we have listed the con-
tents of thousands of books each year. in
1978 we created the Index to Scierstijic &
Technical Proceedingsm (ISIP ), which
helped increase bibliographic control for the
proceedings literature in the sciences. With
ISTP, these conference and symposia pub-
lications began to be indexed in detail just
as though the individual papers in them were
published in a journal. But composites that
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Table 1: Subject categories covered in ISBC’”,

Agriculture Embryology
Anatomy & Morphology Endocrinology &
Astronomy & Metabolism

Astrophysics Energy & Fuels
Biochemistry & Engineering

Molecular Biology Entomology
Biology Environmental
Biophysics Sciences
Biotechnology & Fisheries

Applied Microbiology Food Science &
Botany Technology
Chemistry Forestry
Computer Sciences Genetics & Heredity
Cytology & Histology Geosciences
Dentistry & Historv& PhllOsODhv

Odontckgy of Science “
Drugs & Addlctlon Horticulture
Ecology Immunology

were not conference proceedings remained
largely inaccessible. So, after considerable
market research, we created the Index to
Scienrtficl?ook Contents” (ZSBC”’). This
multidisciplinary reference work also pro-
vides citapter-by-chapter indexing ofmul-
tiauthored books.

Coverage and Publication Schedule

More than 35,000 chapters from nearly
2,000 newly published composite books
were indexed in ISBC during 1986. Table
1 lists the many disciplines covered. 1S1in-
formation specirdists determine whether in-
dividual volumes are appropriate for LSBC.
We are striving for coverage of the most im-
portant composite books in science.

Moreover, if we index a composite book
from a book series, we will continue to in-
dex all titles from that series, even if later
publications are single-authored. And, for
your convenience, each issue of ISBC con-
tains an alphabetic listing of all series
covered.

I should emphasize that there is little over-
lap in coverage between ZSBC and the
Science Citation k.z%xm (SCF )–less than
10 percent-and between ISBC and ISTA––
less than 1percent. In an ideal world it might
have been simpler to include all this material
in the Source Index of the SCZ,but our mar-
ket research indicated that such separation
was warranted for a number of reasons, not

Instruments .S
Instrumentation

Limnology & Water
Resources

Materials & Polymer
Science

Mathematics
Medical Specialties
Medicine, General
Meteorology &

Atmospheric
Sc8ences

Microbiology
Neuroscience
Nuclear Science &

Technology
Nutrition & Dietetics
oncology

Operations Research
.S Management
Science

Ornithology
Parasitology
Pathology
Pharmacology &

Pharmacy
Physics
Physiology
Statistics &

Probability
Telecommunications
Toxicology
Veterinary Medtc!ne
Virology
zoology

the least of which is tbe rdready large size
of the SCI. But there were technical and eco-
nomic factors prohibiting this as well.

We publish ZSBCquarterly. The first three
issues of the year are softbound, whereas
the fourth issue is a two-volume, casebound
edition that cumulates all entries for the en-
tire year.

When we started ISBC in 1986, we were
conscious of a need to fill in back years of
such information, so we began with 1985.
By the time this essay is published, two
years of data will be available. We expect
to go back to fill in gaps for earlier years
as the demand warrants.

Five Avenues of Access

ISBC comprises five separate indexes.
The Contents ofBooks Index is the heart of
LSBC. This section lists the complete con-
tents of each book, not only the titles of each
chapter but also authors, addressss, and page
numbers. You can scan the boldface titles
of the chapters and when necessary locate
the author’s name and institution. A sam-
ple entry from this section appears in Figure
1. The Contents of Books In&x is the master
source index; the four other indexes of ZSBC
refer back to these main entries through the
book identification number.

The Gztegov Index is a subject index that
allows you to quickly locate books in broad
areas of interest. Approximately 100 cate-
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Figure 1: Sample display from I.SECm’s Contents of Books fnde.r.

lnternaNonal Standard
Book Number and Ubrary

Book Identlflcdon
of Congress Number

Number

\

Prlca Information

soak rlNe~$371
DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSINGIN RADIOLOLIY

--J
RADIOI.OGIC CL INICSOF NOR THAMERICA— VOL 21 NO 2

Se,,e, ~Jtle/Eda: A E JAMES, J H ANDERSON, C B HIGGINS

/

WIllmms & Wllkln$Balttmore, 1S35,251 pp. 18chaps .S5700hafdtound
PREPAYMENT REOUIRED WITH ORDER
ISBN 0@3-04355 -2. LC# 845261

Publlstw, City W(LL(AMS& WILKINS, 428 EPRESTON ST aALTIMORE MD 21202

copyright Date

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON PHOTOELECTRONIC 01131TALRADIOLOGY.
S N.delman (Unlv Connecl#cul,Ctr Hlrh Rad#ol Farmlnglon CTl 1

DIGITAL RAOIOQRAPHV INSTRUMENTATION AND PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION-
RESEARCH FOR THE FUTURE. RR Pr!ce, A E James, JJ Er(ckson MJ .fazer,
JA Kugel, VN Mar!!., WM Stephens (Vand.mblll Unw.Med Ctr,3ch Med.Deot
Radml & Rad!ol Set, Dw Rad!ol SC! Nashville TN 37232) 28

COMPUTEU.PROCESSINQ TECHF410UESIN OIQITAL RADtOQRAPHYRE.
SEARCH. OR P!chens. JA Kugel, WB Waddlfl VN M.wffo, RR Pr!ce AE
Jsmes (Vandsrb$!! UrwMed Ctr Dept fladml 6 Radlol% Nashwue TN 372321 Al

INFORAEATION ACQUISITION, RETRIEVAL, AND DISPLAV. RH Scnn.sder

>

E@dnning PaLIe

IUS FDA,CtI 0ev)c8s .S Radnol Hllh,Ofl SC) & Technol,5503 Ftsher% Lane Rockvdte
Numbers

MD 20S57) bo of Chapters

ASSESSMENT OF ORQAN FUNCTION WITH DIOITAL SUBTRACTION
ANOIOGRAPHY. RR Prtce OH Pfckens J O$ggs, A C Wmftela R Re!:!ey, J.
Palm., VN A4artm, C1 Par fa!n, fl E James (Vanderbilt unlv.Med Ctrkpt Rad#Ol

ch8p’*’T’t’es\ hRad,.l Scn.Dlv RadlOIScf N.shvllle TN372321 73

\ NEW DIRECTIONS IN PEDIATRIC OICNTALIMAQINQ. BD Fletcher
RB Ad.wns, WC Blackhem (Case Wes!ern Reserve Un!v Hosp Sch Med Dw
Ped,at Radml Clev.ia”d OH 44106) 59

INTRAVENOUS OIOITAL SUBTRACTION ANQIOGRAPHY CONTRAST. MEOIA Chapter Authors snd
TIM E.CONCENTRATION CURVES. FM 9.rbank WR 8radr(Stanf0rd Un#v Med — First Author%
Clf,Sch Med,D+pt Radlol Stanlo[d CA943G51 SS Address

OIQITAL RADIOGRAPHY IN INFANTS AND CHILDREN. EJ ENmann. DR Kvrks
(Ouhe U“w.Med Ctr,Oepl Radfol D.mam NC 27710) 10a

CALCULATION OF PULMONARY TRANSIT.TIME AtAEI PULMONARY SLOOO,
VOLUME 8YOVAlTA LINTRAVENOU SANQIOOFiAPli Y.ASSESSYAENT OLNNNQ
INTERVENTIONS. RA S1.!sky CB H!ggms OJnw Cal#t San DleQO Med C1r Oeol
Rad,ol Sa” D,qo CA 92103} 115

OIQITAL EV4LUAT10N OF RENAL BLOOO.FLOW AND Excretion. SJ tidlma.
(U”!v ArIzO”a .wona Hlth SC, Ctr Cdl Med Depl Rad(o! Tucson AZ85724I 125

VIDEO OILUTION TECHNIOUE A RAOIOLO131CAL APPROACH TO HEMOOY.
NAkEICS. EMT Lantr[Un(v Cal!! Davas.Sacramento Med Ctr,Deol $lad#014301 X
s{,Room t09R, Sacramento CA 95I3l 7) 13s

gories, listed alphabetically, are used. Three
sample entries from the Category index ap-
pear in Figure 2. Since a book may fall into
several categories, the same volume may be
listed repeatedly.

The Perrruiterm~ Subject Index (PSI) is
the third component index of lSBC. It lists
words appearing in the titles of the volume
as well as those appearing in the titles of in-
dividual chapters. A sample entry from the
PSI, consisting of alphabetically arranged
primary terms and co-terms, is illustrated
in Figure 3. Anyone familiar with the PSI
section of the SC’1will find this index no
stranger.

An Author/Editor Index simply lists the
authors of chapters in and the editors of the
muhiauthored books selected. So if you can
recall only the author’s name but remember
he wrote a paper in a composite work, this
index is a good place to start your search.
Figure 4 lists a few sample entries.

Finally, there is the Co)porate Index,
which consists of a geographic section and
an organization section. Samples from each
appear in Figure 5. The geographic section
locates authors by country, state, city, and
organization, whereas the organization sec-
tion provides a cross-reference by identi&-
ing the locations of ail organizations repre-
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Figure 2: Sample display from ISB(Y’s r2itegory index,

‘AGRICULTURE, SOIL SCIENCE
ISOTOPES AND RADIATION IN

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, VOL 1
NO. TILLAGE AGRICULTURE
ADVANCES IN SOIL SCIENCE, VOL 1
ADVANCES IN AGRONOMY, VOL 37

Categories

1

ALLERGY
PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT OF ASTHMA
MAST CELL ACTIVATION AND MEDIATOR

RELEASE

1-ANATOMY & MORPHOLOGY
AGING AND CELL STRUCTURE, VOL 2

Fiook Tltkss _ ULTRASTRUCTURE OF THE CONNECTIVE
TISSUE MATRIX

BOOK #

40027

40292 — i?eok Number

44249
44349

37375
37376

38344
39766

Figure 3 SampIe display from ISBIN’s Pewnutenn@ Subject Index,

BOOK # PAQE
RADIOLOGICAL

i%ok Idsmf{flcatlon Number

APPROACH 44371 13s
~ldentlflcs complete ●ntry in

HEVAODYNAMI. 479S1 T Contents of Books.

CO.Term R4DIOLOGY
Thase wotis appeared wlfh — ABTERIOGRA. ....>44371
the Prlmafy Tsrm 1“ ● Book OIQVTAL....... .......- “
or Chapter Vtle. .. .......... . ,

.......... .... ,
.HISTORICAL...-

IMAQE.PROC.-
lNTERVENTl...—
PERSPECTIV. -=
PHOTOELECT. ..
SUSTRACTION-
USE ...................-

“

FUJI SfoP Wotd REGAROING
This word is on the “Full me stop Ilsts
Stop List” and will not
eppear es a Primary or RENAL

C* Term. sa KIONEY
BUDDER -...........-442%
BLOOO.FLOW..-.. *44S71
CANCERS . ....... 442S6
COMPLICATE, ..... “
CYSTIC . ........... . “
DIGITAL ............ .. 44371
OISEASES ----.b44250
DISORDERS ----- “

Co.Tmn sams ● above. - := ;
. .....

Dy~
Dy$ N..: “
Evb W-- 44871
EXC.._ , ,“,----- “
FOLLOWING--- 4423E
HEMOQLOSIN - “
ttOtblOTRANSP. . “
INVOLVEMENT .. .

Semi-Stop Word RESEARCH
This word IS on the C“Semi- &%wstop Ilde
stop List” and will only

s a co Term,
.:~;R:F .....

,-- .......-* 4437 I
....—... 44350
llPl ....... “
-.- ..... “

ANALVSI!
DtGITAL .
ORUG-...
m_ASs.cl
QLC.MS”
INTERNA. . . .L---- “
PERFORMANCE+ 44371
RADIOGRAPHY.. -

Prfm9ry Term
237 7hls WOld ●ppeared in the

T Ntle or Ch@pter Title of one
1 or more Books.

237

;
237

1

237
.

Cross Reference
413 Dkect$ searcher to addl.
125 tkwtal in famratlon rulated to
413 Primary Term.
347
383
125

T

315
181 Indicstcs Co.Tsrm snd
405 Primary Term are in a L300k
617

/

Title.
315
125

T
617

LIn~que Article
617 Indicator This mark (*)
315 identities the unique Books

>

andlor Chapter 7itles listed
tor anv Primary Term. To
avoid repetitive examins.
iion of the same title, check
onlv those titles with this

507

:1--

mark (P).
lea
567

.

Page number of Chapter

1s9 Tltfc$asJistod In the
Contents of Books Index.
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Figure 4 Sample dkplay from ISBCrn’s Aufhor/Edimr Inder.

BOOK # PAGE

------r

ABBOTT JC 4423S hdhk Book Editor

Authors ABRAMS JH 44273
ABUMRAD NN 44172

Ed?ors $1----

Chapter ~ageS ● Ilsted In

ACCOLA RDM 4436s
Contentsof Book$

L-ADAM H 44351 A —=—————IndlcntesAuthor of Single
Au fhored Book

Figure 5: Sample display from lSBCrn’s Corporate hzdex,

GEOGRAPHIC

~- UTAH

FSALT LAKE CITY
●UNIV UTAH

.OEPTNEPHROL
BORDER WA
●S#EDC7R. .

●RADfOL

Sfafe
“Cl{y 1

Organlzaflon

NELSON JA
●SCH MED.

●DEPT PSYCtilA’1
WAMSLEY JR

BOOK # PG

442:6”” ““396
,.

44371 219
,..

44165 352
44165

-Book fdentifi.ation

Number

L
ORGANIZATION

UNIV UTAH

UTAH SALT LAKE CITY

sented by the authors and editors listed.
This, too, is modeled after the SC1 Copo-
rate Index.

ISBC was designed to permit you to search
systematically-by title words, subject cat-
egories, the names of authors or editors, or
their institutional affiliations. However, you
can also browse through the contents sec-
tion to make serendipitous discoveries.

You can use ZSBC for current awareness
or retrospective searching. You and your li-
brarian will find it useful for bibliographic
verification and in making acquisition de-
cisions. Each entry also carries the Interna-
tional Standard Book Number, the Library

of Congress Number, and price information
to facilitate ordering. You can also request
reprints by contacting the chapter author,
whose address is listed in the entry. How-
ever, there will be occasions when reprints
will not be available from the author. This
depends on the policy of individual
publishers of composite books.

L$BC does not at present contain a cita-
tion index. This would obviously enhance
its utility. If L!WCcontinues to be received
as warmly as it has been since its introduc-
tion, we plan to add a citation index. This
additional in-depth indexing would have all
the advantages we have discussed for years.
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Keep in mind, however, that access to cited
chapters in multiauthored books is, of
course, provided in the SCI’SCitation Index.

Online Access

1S1also offers access to composite books
in the online fide ISI/Index to Scientific &
Technical Proceedings & Books@ (ISI/
IS7P&B@). As rhe titIe suggests, this file
covers nonproceedings composites also.
ISI/ISTP&B, the online equivalent of both
ISTP and ISBC, can be searched in ways
similar to the printed versions, The tile is
available on DIMDI (Deutsches Institut fir
Medizinische Documentation und Informa-
tion) via most major telecommunications
networks and direct dial. I previously de-
scribed this online file in some detail.2

The ISI/ISTP&B file is also available in
machine-readable form (magnetic tapes) for
those who can support large in-house data-
bases.

Towards the A1l-Eketronic Era

As the new technologies make their way
to university and corporate libraries and, as
is happening more and more, the desktops
of researchers, we are approaching the
all-electronic era of information nirvana. We
are not there yet, however. There are many
complex factors in collecting and distribut-
ing information throughout the world. WhiJe
we await electronic and other technologies,
gaps remain in the bibliographic apparatus
that need to be filled. In the near future I
hope to discuss how this type of informa-
tion may b universally integrated into li-
brary catalogs.

*****

My thanks to David A. Pendlebwy for his
help in the preparation of this essay.
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